On December 11, 2010, hockey history will be made on
CBC’s Hockey Night in Canada when Panasonic 3D cameras capture
Canada’s first ever NHL broadcast in 3D. A second 3D broadcast is
scheduled for February 20, 2011. Whether you’re witnessing one of
these groundbreaking events in 3D, or enjoying the hi-def action all
season, VIERA plasma brings you NHL hockey like never before!

Panasonic is the Official 3D & HDTV Sponsor
of CBC’s Hockey Night in Canada

In a world of inﬁnite possibilities, ﬁnd your own.

MODERN AGE

Wirelessly connect your Micromega Airstream WM10 to your iTunes library
and deliver high-end quality sound to the farthest reaches of your home.

.
The Critics say...
“A no-fuss, no-muss entry into computer audio. I was
impressed with what I heard from the Airstream at
the Axpona Show and SSI Montreal Show.”

“Comparing the Apple Airport Express to Micromega
Airstream is like comparing my $85 Shure M97
cartridge to my $1000 Lyra Dorian.”

- John Atkinson / Stereophile

www.micromega-hifi.com

Distributed by Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5869

- Jeff Dorgay / Tone Audio

© 2010 Samsung Electronics Canada, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Screen images are simulated.

What’s your

measure of brilliance?

The minute you set your eyes on it, the new Samsung LED
9000 TV will grab your attention. The impossibly-thin profile
will defy everything that you know about televisions. Inside,
is a host of advanced features specifically-designed to deliver
picture quality so vivid, that it will have you questioning reality.
Prepare yourself for a visual journey into a new dimension.

ULTIMATE DESIGN
The LED 9000 is only 0.3 inches in depth and has an elegant, brushed-metal exterior.
PREMIUM ACCESSORY PACKAGE
The groundbreaking, touch screen remote allows you to enter text and stream video from the TV screen
to the 3" colour screen. The specially-designed, ultra-slim wall mount complements the TV, while the
Samsung Wireless LAN Adaptor connects you to a world of online content.
A NEW DIMENSION IN TV
Built with the most advanced 3D-imaging technology, the LED 9000 allows you to watch 2D HD
shows, sports and movies in 3D, or combine with a 3D-enabled Blu-ray disc player and
Samsung 3D Active Glasses to enjoy a breathtaking 3D performance.

www.samsung.com

productnews
For daily news visit www.canadahifi.com

The Toronto Audio Video Entertainment Show (TAVES)
Get ready to get your socks blown off at the most anticipated consumer electronics event in Canada! The Toronto Audio Video Entertainment Show, dubbed TAVES, will feature products of interest to both
seasoned audio video enthusiasts and those with a casual interest in
mainstream electronics. The event promises to promote and revitalize
the Canadian consumer electronics industry and is expected to draw thousands of visitors.
The TAVES, has come to life after two years of development and market study, thanks to the collaboration between the CANADA HiFi magazine, Salon Son & Image and AuDIYo Inc. The rst annual show will be held at
Le Meridien King Edward hotel from September 30th to October 2nd, 2011 (yes, you’ll have to wait a little bit).
Le Meridien King Edward hotel is a prestigious heritage building located in the heart of downtown Toronto and
offers larger than average exhibit rooms with excellent sound acoustics.
The TAVES will showcase state-of-the-art consumer audio video products and technologies from mainstream and
enthusiast brands. Consumers will be able to listen to and compare a large number of two-channel music systems
as well as experience full-scale home theatre setups. Products on display will range from entry-level components
to the ultra high-end and everything in between. In addition, you’ll be able to purchase music discs, vinyl albums,
Blu-ray discs, rare collector items as well as audio and video accessories. On Saturday evening visitors and exhibitors will be invited to listen to a number of live music performances by local professional artists.
The show exhibition space will consist of a combination of hotel guestrooms (with furniture removed), large
parlours and a grand ballroom. For more information, please visit www.taveshow.com

Star Wars is Finally Coming to Blu-ray

Sony PlayStation 3 Gets a 3D Update

If you’ve been thinking about upgrading to a 3D
Star Wars fans around
TV and you already own a PS3, here’s somethe world rejoiced
thing that will make it easier on your pocket.
when George Lucas
On September 21st Sony released the long
announced at the Star
awaited rmware update (version 3.50) for its
Wars Celebration V this
PS3 which allows it to play 3D Blu-ray discs.
past summer that all six
Of course in order to watch 3D content you will
Star Wars movies will
still need a 3D TV and glasses but given how
nally be released on
many consumers own a PS3, this should give
Blu-ray. The six movies will be released in a box set in Fall
3D a great boost. www.playstation.ca
2011 and promise the highest picture and audio quality, along
with extensive special features. Star Wars fans were treated
to a glimpse of bonus material, in the form of a long-lost deleted scene from Return of the Jedi. The scene has long been
talked about online - a sequence that depicts Luke Skywalker
assembling his new, green-bladed lightsaber prior to inltrating
Jabba the Hutt’s palace. After completing the Jedi weapon, Luke
stashes it in R2-D2’s dome. What makes the Jedi deleted clip so
remarkable is that it made it all the way to postproduction before
it was cut, so it is a rare example of a cut scene with completed
visual effects and music. www.starwars.com
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TtWeights Audio GEM Rim Drive Turntable
The new GEM
turntable from
Canadian manufacturer TTWeights Audio,
starting
from
$5000, promises to deliver
truly extraordinary performance which
exceeds that of
turntables many times its price. Only the nest materials and
most precise manufacturing techniques are used in the construction of the GEM. Its rim drive and other components use
many of the lessons learned from the design of the company’s
much more expensive Black ONYX turntable ($15,988). The
GEM comes with an external motor DC servo drive with 4
spare drive o-rings as well as a controller with a power on/off
switch and adjustable speed for 33/45/78 playback. Also supplied are a copper mat and a centre weight. The GEM can be
upgraded to use the same controller as its higher-end brother,
the ONYX. www.ttweights.com

Samsung Introduces New 3D LED and Plasma TVs
Samsung is expanding its
line of 3D TVs with a 65inch UN65C8000 LED
TV and three new plasma
TVs which include the 58inch PN58C680, the 50inch PN50C680 and the
50-inch PN50C490. The
LED 8000 series promises
unsurpassed picture quality
and an immersive 3D experience in an ultra-slim design. The UN65C8000 is the largest
3D LED TV available today and features Samsung’s built-in
3D processor, Real 240Hz refresh rate technology, dynamic
8,000,000:1 contrast ratio and proprietary Precision Dimming technology. The LED 8000 is WiFi-ready and supports
Skype via Samsung Apps. This means that the TV becomes
a huge video screen and brings an almost life-like quality to
video calls. The 680 plasma series features 1080p resolution
and 600Hz Subeld Motion to deliver crisp, lifelike images,
and clear motion, while the Mega Dynamic Contrast Ratio
creates deep blacks and brilliant colours. The series also allows users to share media les stored on PCs or other DLNAcompliant devices via AllShare. Offering great value and features, the 3D-capable 490 plasma series promises premium
picture quality with its Clear Image Panel technology and
600Hz Subeld Motion technologies. MSRP: UN65C8000
($5,999), PN58C680 ($3,099), PN50C680 ($2,099) and
PN50C490 ($1,599). www.samsung.ca
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Denon 100th Anniversary Special Edition Series
Denon is celebrating its 100th anniversary with a limited-edition series of seven
hand-tuned audio components that will be available November 1 through a small
number of hand-picked retailers. The components consist of the DCD-A100
two-channel SACD/CD player, 2x80-watt twin-mono PMA-A100 integrated
amp, DP-A100 direct-drive turntable, AVR-A100 9.2-channel AV receiver and
DBP-A100 universal Blu-ray player, all priced at $2,749 each. The DL-A100
hand-wound turntable cartridge and AH-A100 over-ear headphones round out
the lineup at $549 each. The DP-A100 turntable features a glossy dark-brown
wood cabinet and mechanical elements from highly regarded turntables in Denon’s past. The moving-coil cartridge is based on a high-performance model in
production since 1964. The PMA-A100 is a 2 channel integrated amp featuring the company’s push-pull output.
The high-current model is also equipped with phono preamp and dual power supplies, one for each channel. The
CD/SACD player, features 32-bit/192kHz DACs that also convert digital PCM signals from devices connected to
its digital inputs and to its USB iPod/iPhone input. It also decodes compressed MP3 and WMA music les, using
compressed audio restorer circuitry to improve their sound quality. www.denon100.com

Panasonic 3D VIERA GT25 Plasma TVs
Panasonic has recently expanded its line of 3D VIERA TVs with the introduction of the GT25 series which includes a 42-inch (TC-P42GT25) and a 50-inch (TC-P50GT25) model, both at very attractive price points. The
GT25 models include many of the same features found in the VT25 models including Panasonic’s proprietary
IPTV functionality and VIERA CAST, which features USB connectivity allowing for the addition of a wireless
LAN adaptor, keyboard and USB memory. VIERA CAST now allows access to YouTube, Picasa Web Album,
Bloomberg, Twitter and a weather service, as well as Skype. With ease of
use as a major focus, VIERA CAST’s interface implements quick keyword
input (like a cell phone) to help retrieve favourite content. Like its VT25
counterpart, the GT25 series also features a 600Hz Sub-eld Drive, 1080p
resolution, 1080 lines of moving picture resolution, VIERA Image Viewer
(for viewing of digital still images), 24p Cinematic Playback and new fast
switching phosphors. Rounding out the features is 2D to 3D conversion
which can convert a 2D image or video to simulated 3D. Active shutter 3D glasses are sold separately. Available now. MSRP: TC-P42GT25
($1,999) and TC-P50GT25 ($2,499). www.panasonic.ca

New Classé Audio Delta Series Components
Canadian manufacturer Classé Audio, world-renowned for its reference standard audio components, recently excited the high-end audio world with its announcement of the addition of ve new Delta series components. These
include two monobock models, the CA-M300 and CA-M600, which are rated for 300 and 600 watts respectively,
the stereo CA-2300 amplier (2x300 watts), the multichannel CA-5300 amplier (5x300 watts) and the CP-800
stereo preamp/processor. The new Delta series amps build upon three key renements. First, a new miniaturized
driver-stage circuit, which is almost perfectly free of noise and distortion, delivers the most precise signal control
yet devised. Additionally, the entire amplication process occurs on a
single new six-layer circuit board, signicantly shortening the signal
path for superior time-domain performance and even greater transparency. But the most important innovations is Classé’s ICTunnel,
an active cooling system. The ICTunnel incorporates sensors and
microprocessor controls to maintain the amplier’s ideal operating
temperature throughout the listening session, regardless of how hard
the amplier’s driven. In addition to a completely new audio circuit
topology, a new power supply design enables the amplier to sit at
idle, consuming only 0.5W in standby. MSRP: CA-M300 ($5,500),
CA-M600 ($7,000), CA-2300 ($7,000), CA-5300 ($9,500) and CP800 ($5,000 approx.) www.classeaudio.com
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CANADA HiFi Showcase

Please consider components from the following
companies when making your next purchase.

Audio
Sensibility
www.audiosensibility.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

www.reference3a.com

Distributed in Canada by
Audio Dream Distributions
www.audio-dream.ca
(403) 280-5894
www.leema-acoustics.com

Best value in high-end audio cables.
Cable termination services. DIY supplies.

To adverse in the CANADA HiFi Showcase
secon please call 416-767-2495

productnews
Sharp AQUOS Quattron LE925
3D TVs
Sharp’s AQUOS Quattron LE925 series
marks the company’s entry into the 3D
TV market in North America. Available
in 60- and 52-inch screen sizes, this
series features Sharp’s Quattron quad
pixel technology, which adds the yellow colour to the traditional red, green
and blue (RGB) TV colour lter. Additional proprietary technologies such as
Sharp’s X-Gen LCD panel, Frame Rate
Enhanced Driving and LED backlight
side-mount scanning work together to
enhance brightness as well as overcome
other aspects associated with 3D television, such as lack of sharpness, denition and depth in images. Sharp’s active shutter glasses are the only glasses on the market which give viewers
the option of watching the same content in 3D or 2D simultaneously, using the 3D-2D conversion button on the
glasses. Each model in the 925 series comes supplied with two pairs of glasses. Finally, the LE925 series offers a
2D to 3D up-conversion feature which turns any 2D content into simulated 3D. To accompany the new TVs, Sharp
has also launched the BDHP80U 3D Blu-ray player. MSRP: LC-60LE925UN ($4,999.99), LC-52LE925UN
($3,999.99) and BDHP80U ($399). www.sharp.ca

Naim NDX Network Player
Naim produces some of the nest audio
components and speakers in the world and
the new NDX network player is no exception. The NDX is a UPnP network player
designed to stream ripped CDs or high resolution downloads stored on a NAS (Network
Attached Storage drive), a Naim HDX or Naim UnitiServe. It will also play iPod or iPhone audio, les stored on
USB ash drives and provide internet radio. The NDX features an on-board DAC with three digital inputs. The
DAC includes SHARC DSP-based buffering with xed clocks and 16 times oversampling as well as Naim’s proprietary, low-noise, digital ltering algorithms. The NDX can play virtually all audio les and stream formats at up
to 24-bit/96kHz resolution: WMA, MP3, MMS, AAC, Apple Lossless, WAV, FLAC, AIFF and Ogg Vorbis. The
NDX offers both a wired and wireless Ethernet connection to the home network. Available at the end of November.
MSRP: $5200. www.naimaudio.com

Bryston SP3 Surround Processor
Bryston’s much anticipated SP3 surround processor has
been engineered to deliver ultimate performance surround sound playback. The SP3 will be available in two
different versions and will offer audio processing of all
of the latest DTS and Dolby high resolution formats. A
modular video processing board will be available next
year as an upgrade to those who wish to add video processing capabilities. The SP3 will feature ultimate-performance class A discrete analog circuits and isolated
dual power supplies, one each for its digital and analog
sections. Analog inputs will include both balanced and single-ended, and the numerous digital inputs will include 8
for HDMI. 7.1 analog outputs are provided in both balanced and singled-ended formats, and digital outputs include
two HDMI. Available this Fall. MSRP: not set at press time. www.bryston.com
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Understanding Ampliﬁers
Andrew Law
“Which came ﬁrst, the chicken
or the egg?” Contemplate on,
meanwhile let me illustrate
how music and hi-ﬁ share
a similar relationship: long
before Edison built a phonograph, man made music. So
music ﬁrst...but wait! Just the
other night when I listened to
Virgil Fox for the ﬁrst time,
I had an epiphany: there’s a
chicken in every egg, and an
ampliﬁer in every hi-ﬁ system.
Typically ampliﬁers play
with signals, and they are
found everywhere: communication systems, control systems, audio, and anytime you
have some sort of signal that
you don’t want lost in translation. An audio ampliﬁer is a
key component of any music
or home theatre system and
understanding how ampliﬁers work should prove helpful when building your audio
system. A few audio ampliﬁer classes exist today, each
having its own merits and
shortcomings. The common
classes include A, B, AB and
D. I’ll go into the differences
between these classes later. And let’s not
forget about tube ampliﬁers, but that’s a
topic for another time. First, let me explain the basics of how ampliﬁers work.
And don’t worry, I won’t go into technical
depth.
An ampliﬁer, like everything else engineered, is a black box that takes an input
and gives an output. For this engineering
to be an ampliﬁer, the output needs to be
the same as the input, only bigger. What I
mean is this: a system that takes a chicken
and gives a larger chicken is likely an ampliﬁer. It’s not an ampliﬁer, if it spits out a
turkey. I’ll stick to this idea until I run into
trouble later with digital ampliﬁers.
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All classes of ampliﬁers have a common This gate is the focus: the rate of water
goal, which is to give more strength to ﬂow depends on how wide the gate opens.
audio signals. The increase in strength is When fully open, the ﬂow is at a maxitermed as the “gain” of an ampliﬁer.
mum. When closed, water stops ﬂowing.
How does an ampliﬁer achieve gain? Primitive analogy, but easy to understand.
Time to uncover the black box. Inside
In an amplifying device, electric current,
each ampliﬁer are amplifying devices as which is the rate of electron ﬂow, is analowell as circuit elements. The amplifying gous to the ﬂow of water. Now imagine
devices come up with the gain, while the that the gate is controlled by a small sigcircuit elements set them up properly to nal much like your input audio signal. Beperform the task.
cause the electric current is proportional
The operation of an amplifying de- to how much the gate is opened at a parvice is best explained by analogy. Imag- ticular instant, it has just copied your input
ine a reservoir, a pipe and a drain. Wa- signal, and you’ve just found yourself an
ter ﬂows from the reservoir, through ampliﬁer. Simple and ingenious.
the pipe into the drain, and the ﬂow
There are many models of vacuum tubes
of water is controlled by a water gate. and transistors that can be used as ampli-
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fying devices and they all work in a simi- Whatever gain it gives to a lower frequenlar manner. It’s no secret that the design of cy, it applies the same gain to a higher
the channel of ﬂow and the control gate frequency. An ampliﬁer that is capable
dictates the performance of each device. of such a feat has perfect linearity. But
Each design has pros and cons. Transis- there’s no such luck in the real world. Amtors in general fare better on paper than pliﬁers have ﬁnite bandwidths and ﬁnite
vacuum tubes. The point is that audio gain; and the two don’t work together in
manufacturers don’t make tubes or tran- harmony. In general, the higher the gain,
sistors. It’s up to them to choose the right the lower the bandwidth. In less expensive
devices and operate them properly. This is ampliﬁer designs, you’ll have to choose
where other circuit components come into your favourite - gain or bandwidth. If you
play, and where ampliﬁer designs start to don’t want to play favourites, you’ll have
vary.
to spend more money on an ampliﬁer.
Be it with a power ampliﬁer or an inteAnother parameter of an ampliﬁer is
grated ampliﬁer, the gain of power is what distortion. Signals have an inﬁnitely wide
everyone is after. Power is the mathemati- frequency spectrum but ampliﬁers have
cal product of voltage and current, and a ﬁnite bandwidth. So something has to
gain is measured as the ratio of output give. Any frequency components that an
power to input power, typically expressed ampliﬁer “chooses” to ignore are deﬁned
in dB (decibel). A gain of 3 dB means a as distortion.
gain of 2, or that power is doubled. But
The trouble is that our ears are not as
nothing comes from nothing; your am- good at discerning things as our eyes are,
pliﬁers aren’t power generators. (Even and so most of us can’t trust something
power generators are a bit of a misnomer; until we see it with our own eyes. What I
they don’t make power from nothing.) So mean is this: what we identify as sounding
whatever power you demand for bragging good or bad, most of the time has no direct
rights, you’ll pay for come the next hydro relationship with what’s less or more disbill.
One fact has always remained true
about ampliﬁer design - a plethora
of ampliﬁer designs exist and not a
single one is perfect. One can only
try to balance parameters and hope
that the end result comes close to a
desired performance. Gain is obviously a parameter. Other big ones
are bandwidth, efﬁciency, distortion, noise, and then, not directly
related to ampliﬁer performance
but no less important, your wallet.
What is bandwidth? Consider
this: nature operates in frequencies. Colours that we see (and
don’t see for that matter), sounds
that we hear (or can’t hear), are a
manifestation of frequencies. In
audio terms, the higher the pitch
of a note, the higher the frequency.
Audio signals have frequency components right across the spectrum,
each component with its power.
Simply put, the part of this spectrum an ampliﬁer recognizes and
acts upon is its bandwidth.
Obviously, a perfect ampliﬁer is
one that magniﬁes all frequencies
across the spectrum without bias.
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torted. Whereas in the case of amplifying
something visual, we can tell if what we
see is too green or too red. Either way, it’s
a result of the ampliﬁer acting on one end
of the frequency spectrum more than the
other.
Of course I am talking in very small
scales. A very distorted audio signal will
sound horrible even if you can recognize
its contents. One of the standard ways of
reporting distortion is by means of total
harmonic distortion (THD). These days,
the THD of ampliﬁers is often less than
0.001%, but decades ago, before transistors became popular, 0.2% was thought
to be acceptable. So we are comparing
distortions that are very small relative to
the signal itself. And when the differences
become this small, it’s hard to tell if the
output is a chicken or an egg.
Distortion refers to irreversible changes
to a signal that are undesirable. Among
the many ways an ampliﬁer can distort a
signal, it can do so by dropping wanted
frequencies, or by adding unwanted harmonics. THD is the ratio of the power of
all unwanted harmonics to the power of
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the main component.
Another form of distortion stems from the slew
rate, which is the maximum rate of change that
an amplifying device is
capable of. In my analogy above, the gate has a
maximum speed of opening and closing, and if it
can’t keep up with all the
changes in the control
signal, the output will be
slew-rate distorted. This
distortion is called transient
intermodulation
distortion (TIM).
While distortions are
changes to a signal,
noise is externally added
signs, where the device conducts half of ﬁers are susceptible to quantization and
and may be removed. Electronic systems the waves in a signal and turns off for sampling errors. For a more in-depth conare susceptible to noise and it’s obvious the other half. This means that a second versation about digital ampliﬁers, please
that part of the design of an ampliﬁer is device is needed for the other half-waves, read the ‘Digital Ampliﬁers’ article on
to keep noise to a minimum, or to maxi- turning on and off in a manner similar to www.canadahiﬁ.com.
mize the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. But the ﬁrst device. A perfect class B impleFinally, I should point out that other less
like everything in an imperfect world, dis- mentation has 100 percent efﬁciency. common ampliﬁer topologies also exist.
tortions and noise are the woe of power Real world implementations have very A good example is Arcam’s class G design.
and the pain of gain. A circuit design that high efﬁciency values as well, but class B This unique design shifts the signal among
handles more power likely has more dis- suffers a major ﬂaw known as crossover output transistors that operate at different
tortions and noise.
distortion, when the signal switches from voltages – something called rail switching.
Something else about an ampliﬁer is one device to the other.
This helps to save energy since not all of
clearly illustrated in the above analogy:
A compromise produces the class AB the output devices need to be active at the
the maximum ﬂow rate of the water is lim- ampliﬁer, whose crossover distortion is same time. The beneﬁt of this topology
ited by the size of the pipe and gravity. Be- acceptable, while its efﬁciency remains is the ability to get more voltage swing
cause the ﬂow cannot be inﬁnite, there’s a superior to class A ampliﬁers. Though, into 8 ohms without getting too hot. The
limit to how much power an ampliﬁer can because class A ampliﬁers don’t have any goal of this design is to achieve absolute
deliver. In an ampliﬁer, when the “pipe” is crossover problems, they are often chosen quality over the highest possible quantity
too small for the required power, the audio for superior sound quality in high-end mu- of output.
signal will clip and transistors might toast sic systems. Power? Wasted shmasted!
Deciding which type of ampliﬁer to imlike turkeys.
The latest class of ampliﬁer design is plement in your music or home theatre can
Because nothing comes from nothing class D, or digital ampliﬁers. However, be a challenging but should also be a fun
and yet we all hunger for more power, be aware that not all class D ampliﬁers experience. The truth is that a perfect amampliﬁer efﬁciency should not be over- are completely digital. Some are chicken- pliﬁer design does not exist but, fantastic
looked. The water-gate analogy presents a turkey systems if you will. That’s because sounding ampliﬁers can be found in every
straightforward topology known as a class some class D ampliﬁers accept an analog class. The sound characteristics of one
A ampliﬁer. This means that it ampliﬁes signal and use an analog control system, ampliﬁer compared to another can very
everything in the signal, high or low, and while others use a digitally generated con- substantially, even if both belong in the
that the device is turned on all the time. trol. Digital ampliﬁers are highly efﬁcient same design class. Every manufacturer
The efﬁciency of class A ampliﬁers is nev- with power conversion at over 90% (only uses a unique approach and different comer more than 50 percent, which means at 10% or less is lost to heat), they are vir- ponents in their ampliﬁer design, which
least half of the power is dissipated as heat tually immune to noise, the digital signal results in a distinct sound. As with any
by the device. Though, if you plan on us- path does not rely on analog component audio component, there is no substitute
ing the ampliﬁer as a heater in the winter, tolerances, and they offer greater ﬂexibil- for listening to the product with your own
and don’t mind spending the dough, it’s ity and conﬁgurability of the signal path. ears. So get out there and listen to a good
not so much of a problem.
But like all other ampliﬁer designs, digital number of ampliﬁers before you pull out
Greener souls try class B ampliﬁer de- ampliﬁers are not perfect. Class D ampli- that credit card.
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A Complete Guide to Concealing and Hiding Cables

Suave Kajko
Modern audio and home theatre systems
are connected with dozens of cables –
it’s the nature of the beast you could say.
What separates one system from another
is how the cables are managed and concealed. Many audio and video components are attractively styled and can look
very pleasing even those that aren’t audio
video enthusiasts. On the ﬂip side, an audio video system slapped together with
cables showing everywhere and wires
running up the walls, can look very messy
and undesirable.
During the last several years I have designed and implemented many audio and
video systems and learned many clever
ways to hide as many of the cables as possible in order to achieve the cleanest looking systems. In this article, I would like
to share some of these ideas with you. I
also suggest some tips on component and
cable placement to minimize interference
between components.
Let’s start with the simplest of systems,
a two-channel music system. Typically,
the components are placed on top of each
other or stacked on the shelves of an au-
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dio component rack. This is perfectly
ﬁne as long as there is enough ventilation
between the components – many components have ventilation slats on the top of
the case. In an audio system it is best to
use cables as short as possible, especially those that transmit analog signals. In
most cases cable lengths of 3 to 6 feet will
be sufﬁcient between components. This
will minimize the effects of RF and EMI
interference and result in an improved
audio performance. Speaker cables will
be dictated by how far apart they are, but
again the lengths should be kept to a minimum. I like to use twist ties (which new
cables are often wrapped with) to keep
the cables tidy behind the rack and to prevent them from sticking out at the sides
of the components. This method works
perfectly well for digital cables, although
audio/video purists will argue that coiling
analog cables is far from ideal because it
creates inductance in the cable (especially
in power cords), which can deteriorate audio and video performance. When bunching up cables, be sure that power cords are
separated as far as possible from the inter-

connect cables (again due to RF and EMI).
Like most audio enthusiasts, I don’t usually try to conceal the speaker wires since
there are only two of them and if you paid
a few hundred dollars for them, maybe
you want to show them off.
In an audio video setup with a 5.1-channel speaker system or better, the story is
rather different and you might have to get
a lot more creative to achieve a clean setup. For all components on an audio video
rack the same rules apply as above but a
home theatre system typically has many
more cables. The most obvious are the
surround and rear speaker wires and the
projector cable.
Let’s tackle the surround and rear speaker
wires ﬁrst since no one likes to see these.
There are many different ways to conceal
or completely hide these but it will usually
take some effort.
If your room has hardwood, laminate
ﬂooring or even tiles, you may consider
yourself to have a best-case scenario.
Simply buy a rug that reaches from your
display all the way to the rear speakers.
The rug will actually serve two purposes:
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it will allow you to conceal the speaker
wires and more importantly it will eliminate unwanted audio reﬂections from a
hard-ﬁnish ﬂoor.
Perhaps the simplest way to conceal unsightly wires running to the back of your
room is to use ﬂat speaker wires. These
can usually be glued to the walls or the
baseboards and painted to match your
wall or baseboard colour. The only trouble with this approach is that the cables
will still be visible not matter how good of
a job you do with the gluing and the painting. Also, they may start to peel off the
walls after time. Additionally, ﬂat speaker
wires can be pricey.
Another way to conceal speaker cables
is to use what are called “cable raceways”.
A cable raceway is a very affordable rect-

Cable raceways come in various shapes
and sizes.
angular channel, usually made of plastic
or PVC, which can easily be cut to the desired length and attached to a wall, ceiling
or baseboard. Various sizes are available,
depending on how many wires you want
to run in one channel, and most designs
allow you to open the channel even after it’s mounted to access or change the
wires. These race ways can be secured to
the wall with glue or screws, which offer
better longevity, and then painted. Some
companies offer raceways with one sticky
side for easy installation. However, much
like when using ﬂat wires, cable raceways
may be more attractive than bare wire but
will always be visible.
Since you’re still reading, I’ll assume
that you think you can do better than just
conceal the cables – you’ll give it the extra effort and hide the cables altogether.
Good on you!
The simplest way to hide cables com-
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pletely out of sight is to run them behind
the baseboards, if this is possible in your
setup. I share some tips with you on how
to remove baseboards without damaging
them or the walls. Begin by cutting any
caulking and paint where the baseboard
touches the wall. Then use a putty knife
or a pry bar designed for baseboard and
molding removal – don’t use a screwdriver. Pry the baseboard slowly so that
it doesn’t crack. Once there is enough
room, place a block of wood between the
wall and the pry bar as you move along
the wall, removing the baseboard. Get as
close to the nails as possible when prying.
Don’t start a prying the baseboard and
then try to pull the whole thing off with
your hands because it will crack. With the
baseboard removed, inspect the bottoms
of the walls. Sometimes there is a gap between the bottom of the drywall and the
ﬂoor to house a speaker wire. If there is
no gap, cut a couple of centimeters off the
bottom of the drywall using a knife. Now
you can neatly tuck the wire in the gap
and reinstall the baseboards. If there is a
door along one of the walls, use the same
technique to remove the molding and hide
the wire.
Once you reach the part of the wall that
will be directly behind the speaker, you
can cut a small hole in the baseboard to let
the wire out from behind it. However a
much neater way, is to install a wall plate
with speaker terminals somewhere near
the bottom of the wall. To do this, use a
drywall knife to cut a rectangular hole in
the desired wall plate location and at the
bottom of the wall. Then ﬁsh a thin rope
from the top hole to the bottom, attach the
speaker wire to the bottom with electrical
tape, and ﬁsh the wire back out through
the top hole. If you experience difﬁculty
ﬁshing the cable inside the wall, tie something to the bottom of the rope, like a
washer, before feeding it through the top
hole. Finally, secure the speaker wire to
the wall plate terminals with a screwdriver
or soldering iron and fasten the wall plate
cover to the wall. The wall plate can be
secured to the wall with plastic anchors
and screws, but for added durability you
can install a plastic box inside the wall to
which the plate will screw into.
Another option for running wires to the
surround speakers is to feed them through
the ceiling. If your home theatre is in a

basement room and you have a drop ceiling, you’re in luck. In this case, you’ll
only need to ﬁsh the wires through the
wall behind your AV receiver or ampliﬁer
and the wall behind or beside the surround
speakers. If your room doesn’t have a
drop ceiling, you’ll have to investigate the
direction in which way the ﬂoor joists run.
If the joists run parallel to the direction in
which you need to ﬁsh wires, you can use
pretty much the same technique for ﬁshing wires as you would with a wall. A ﬁsh
tape available at any hardware store for
about $30 is a very helpful tool when ﬁnishing wires, especially through the ceiling. The ﬁsh tape is a ﬂat metal rod which
comes in a spool and can be fed from one
hole to the other. Once you reach the second hole, you can secure the desired wires
to it with electrical tape and pull the tape
back out.
The same wire running principles apply when installing in-wall or in-ceiling
speakers. Keep in mind that when running speaker, audio or video wires inside
walls or above the ceiling, you should
keep the wires at least 30 centimeters
away from any power cables.
Finally, if your home theatre has a projector at the back of the room, you’ll have
to run an HDMI or component video cable
to it. If possible, run this cable above the
ceiling since in most cases this will be the
shortest cable run. Be sure to test the cable
before installation to ensure that picture
quality with the long cable does not suffer. Cheaply made component and HDMI
cables can seriously degrade the video
quality, so be careful! In cases where the
cable run is more than 50 feet and your
projector has an HDMI output, consider
using an HDMI extender kit, which uses
an Ethernet cable to send the signal from
one HDMI wall plate to another.
Concealing or hiding wires in your audio
or video system does take some effect and
may consume the better part of a weekend.
But in the end you will be rewarded with
a clean setup and a room that’s a pleasure
to enjoy your media in, whatever it may
be. Now hopefully the audio and video
quality matches the cleanness of your setup. And if it doesn’t maybe it’s time to
upgrade some of the components. After
all, that’s probably exactly why you read
CANADA HiFi!
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NEW! MRX A/V RECEIVERS WITH ANTHEM ROOM CORRECTION

TURN YOUR LISTENING PLACE
INTO ‘LIVE’ CONCERT SPACE

+
ANTHEM ROOM CORRECTION

MRX 700 A/V RECEIVER

=
YOUR ROOM

Room boundaries, room dimensions, overstuffed/understuffed rooms, don’t let
those things negatively affect your sound quality. In a process that takes less than
five minutes, the award-winning ARC rehabs your room!
✓ 7 channels of power — more continuous power than anything else in their
price range. MRX 500: 100 watts per channel. MRX 700: 120 watts per channel;
#1

A/V

Electronics

Brand

O v e r a l l*

✓ Yes, you can play music from your flash drive or USB hard disk drive;
✓ Yes, you can listen to Internet radio; HD radio too on the MRX 700;
✓ Yes, you can use it with your iPod or iPhone — there’s an optional MDX 1 dock;
✓ Yes, it's intuitive with user-friendly menus;
✓ Yes, ARC is included with every MRX.

* Inside Track Dealer Survey. An annual independent nationwide survey of
consumer electronics specialist retailers and custom installers.

Full details at www.anthemAV.com.
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3D Hardware and Software - What’s Out There?

CHF Staff
Hardware: 3D TVs and
3D Blu-ray players
If you’re in the market for a ﬂat panel TV,
you’re probably asking yourself – should
I buy a standard 2D set or one of the fancy new 3D sets? My advice is that you
should deﬁnitely consider a 3D set, especially if picture quality is of importance to
you. That’s because most TV manufacturers are implementing the 3D functionality
into their best performing sets. So in most
cases the TVs that deliver the best 2D
picture quality from a particular manufacturer’s line-up, already have the 3D functionality built-in.
Like regular 2D ﬂat-panel TVs, 3D
TVs are available in a choice of plasma
or LCD. LCD sets can be further broken
down into sets that have a CCFL backlight
or the much more desirable LED backlight.
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To assist you with the research fo a new
Many TV manufacturers are now using
the term “LED TV” to market some of TV, we’ve compiled a complete list of all
their TVs. But don’t be fooled – an “LED the 3D TVs and 3D Blu-ray players availTV” is simply an LCD TV which has an able now and coming soon, which you’ll
ﬁnd on the next page. Some manufacturLED backlight.
I’ve watched and tested a number of ers supply one pair of 3D glasses with the
3D TVs during the last few months and 3D TVs, while others require you to purcan say without doubt that plasma TVs chase them separately. The cost for a pair
are capable of producing a much higher of 3D glasses ranges somewhere between
quality 3D picture than any of the LCD $150 and $200. An up to the minute vermodels that I’ve seen so far. The most no- sion of this list can be found on the CANticeable shortcoming of the 3D picture on ADA HiFi forum (www.canadahiﬁ.com/
LCD sets that I’ve seen is image crosstalk forum) in the “3D Television Sets (LCD
(a double image). Most 3D plasma TVs & Plasma)” section.
on the other hand are capable of minimizAnd despite what you may think, buying or nearly completely eliminating im- ing a 3D TV doesn’t mean that you’ll have
age crosstalk thanks to the fact that their to remortgage your house. Most 3D TVs
pixels display and decay very quickly. To cost the same or less than similarly perread reviews of all the 3D TVs we’ve test- forming 2D TVs from last year. Whether
ed to date, please visit the “Gear Reviews” 3D TV will be accepted by the masses
section on www.canadahiﬁ.com.
remains to be seen, but one thing is for
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N E W F R O M PA R A D I G M

A Home Theater System designed to deliver

multiple OH’s!
A typical couple’s enthusiastic response to the MilleniaOne system …

OH!

Honey! It’s gorgeous. The perfect size!

OH!

OMG!

And the quality. It feels rock solid.

The sound!! I’ve never experienced
anything like it.

OH!

Copyright © Paradigm Electronics Inc.

Let’s invite everyone over. They won’t
believe it can be this good.

5.0 OR 2.0 SYSTEMS

Paradigms, they put you in the
moment and keep you there!

Visit www.paradigm.com to find a dealer near you.

Available in White Gloss and Black Gloss

3Dhardwareandsoftware
3D TV and 3D Blu-ray Player Manufacturers
Samsung 3D TVs

XBR40LX900 40-inch - $3,199.99

Plasma 8000 Series
PN58C8000 58-inch – $3599.99
PN50C8000 50-inch (CANADA HiFi’s
3D reference TV) – $2699.99

BRAVIA HX909 Series
XBR52HX909 52-inch - $4,299.99
XBR46HX909 46-inch - $3,699.99

Plasma 7000 Series
PN63C7000 63-inch – $4099.99
PN50C7000 50-inch - $2399.99
Plasma 680 Series
PN58C680 58-inch – $3099.99
PN50C680 50-inch - $2099.99
Plasma 490 Series
PN50C490 50-inch – $1599.99
LED (LCD) 8000 Series
UN65C8000 - $5999.99

BRAVIA HX800 Series
KDL55HX800 55-inch - $3,799.99
KDL46HX800 46-inch - $2,999.99
KDL40HX800 40-inch - $2,599.99
BRAVIA NX810 Series
KDL-60NX810 60-inch - $4,999.99
KDL-55NX810 55-inch - $3,999.99
KDL-46NX810 46-inch - $3,299.99
BRAVIA NX710 Series
KDL-46NX710 46-inch - $2,999.99
KDL-40NX710 40-inch - $2,599.99
Sony 3D Blu-ray players

LED (LCD) 7000 Series
UN55C7000 55-inch - $3699.99
UN46C7000 46-inch - $2899.99
UN40C7000 40-inch - $2499.99

BDPS770 - $249.99
BDPS570 - $349.99
BDPS470 - $299.99
PlayStation 3 - $299.99 and up

Samsung 3D Blu-ray players
LG Electronics
BD-C6900 (CANADA HiFi’s reference
3D Blu-ray player) - $399.99
BD-C5900 - $269.99
Panasonic 3D Plasma TVs
Plasma VT Series
TC-P65VT25 65-inch - $4999.99
TC-P58VT25 58-inch - $3999.99
TC-P54VT25 54-inch - $3499.99
TC-P50VT25 50-inch - $2999.99
Plasma GT Series
TC-P50GT25 50-inch - $2499.99
TC-P42GT25 42-inch - $1999.99
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LX6500 LCD Series
55LX6500 55-inch $3,699
47LX6500 47-inch $2,899
42LX6500 42-inch $2,499
LX9500 LCD Series
55LX9500 55-inch $4,499
47LX9500 47-inch $3,599
Inﬁnia PX950 Plasma Series
60PX950 60-inch $3699
50PX950 50-inch $2699
LG 3D Blu-ray players

Panasonic 3D Blu-ray players

BX580 $349.99

DMP-BDT350 - $599.99
DMP-BDT100 - $299.99

Sharp Electronics

Sony 3D LCD TVs (LED backlit)

AQUOS LE925 series (LCD)
LC-60LE925UN 60-inch $4,999
LC-52LE925UN 52-inch $3,999

BRAVIA LX900 Series
XBR60LX900 60-inch - $5,499.99
XBR52LX900 52-inch - $4,499.99
XBR46LX900 46-inch - $3,999.99

Sharp 3D Blu-ray players
BDHP80U $399

sure – you can’t go wrong with a TV that
is future proof.
Software: 3D Blu-ray Titles
and 3D Games
Of course in order to watch a 3D picture
on your shiny new TV, you’ll need some
3D content, currently available in the form
of 3D Blu-ray titles and PlayStation 3
games. From time to time, special events
are broadcasted in 3D by digital cable and
satellite providers.
Most 3D Blu-ray titles available today
offer a full 1080p resolution to each eye
and hence the picture looks just as sharp
and contains just as many details as we’ve
come to expect from standard Blu-ray releases. From what we’ve seen so far, the
quality of the 3D on Blu-ray discs can
be as good, if not better, then the 3D that
we’re used to at the movie theatre.
Regrettably the roll out of 3D Blu-ray
titles hasn’t been very smooth and although several movies are now available,
most are offered as exclusives to owners
of one particular TV brand. Therefore no
matter which 3D TV brand you go with
right now, you’ll have less than a handful of movies to choose from. Eventually
all of these exclusives will be available
for purchase to everyone but likely not for
another few months. On the positive side,
a decent number of new 3D titles will be
available before the end of this year, the
most anticipated of these being Avatar.
Avatar will initially be available in early
December exclusively to Panasonic 3D
TV owners, with the general release available to all other 3D TV owners in the ﬁrst
quarter of 2011.
And then there is the PlayStation 3
which continues to astonish us with its capabilities. Following a couple of ﬁrmware
updates earlier this year, the PS3 is now
able to play 3D games and 3D Blu-ray
discs. This past summer Sony released
three small 3D game titles (StarDust HD,
Wip3out, a 3D update for Pain) and a demo
of one track from MotorStorm: Paciﬁc Rift.
Later in the summer a full version of MotorStorm 3D Rift was also released. All
these games can now be downloaded from
the PlayStation Network. I played every
one of them and must say that I’m very
impressed with how the 3D picture elevates the video gaming experience. Those
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3Dhardwareandsoftware
keeping track, should however know that
all PS3 are planned to be released in 720p
only (i.e. delivering 720p to each eye) in
order to allow enough processing overhead for a smooth 60 fps frame rate. Can
you smell a new PlayStation?
Since then Sony has announced that
it will bring a number of full-blown 3D
games to the market including Gran Turismo 5, Killzone 3, Mortal Kombat, Crysis 2, Tron, Shaun White, MotorStorm:
Apocalypse, NBA 2K11 and Ghost Recon.
Most of these titles should be available by
the end of the year. And what a thrilling
list this is! Will most major new titles be
The long awaited Gran Turismo 5 will be released on November 2, 2010. 3D TV owners
released in 3D?
Last but not least, a number of TV con- will be able to enhance the racing experience by playing the game in full 3D!
tent providers began introducing 3D channels. In the US, Direct TV leads the pack
3D Blu-ray Titles and 3D PlayStation 3 Games
with four 3D channels which include
ESPN 3D, DIRECTV Cinema, DIRECTV
3D Blu-rays Out now
on Demand and n3D. Discovery Channel has announced that in 2011, the comMonster House
pany will introduce a 24-hour 3D chanCloudy With a Chance of Meatballs
nel as well. So far in Canada, we have
Monsters vs. Aliens (exclusive to Samsung 3D TV owners)
only been teased with parts of a couple of
Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs (exclusive to Panasonic 3D TV owners)
sporting events which were broadcasted
Coraline (exclusive to Panasonic 3D TV owners)
in 3D through select TV service providUnder the Sea (exclusive to
ers. The events included the 2010 MasDeep Sea (exclusive to
ters Golf Tournament and the 2010 FIFA
Goldberg Variations Acoustica 3D
World Cup. A couple of Canada providers
Samsung Presents: IMAX 3D Triple Feature (exclusive to Samsung 3D TV ownnow have 3D sample channels which run
ers)
a loop of 3D movie previews. However,
it’s safe to say that it’s only a matter of
Upcoming 3D Blu-ray Releases
time before Canadian TV service providers begin adding 3D channels to their
How to Train Your Dragon (October, exclusive to Samsung 3D TV owners)
channel lineups.
My Bloody Valentine (October)
Check out the sidebar for a complete
A Christmas Carol (November)
list of 3D Blu-ray movies and 3D PS3
Open Season (November)
games which are currently available now
Under the Sea (November, exclusive to LG 3D TV owners)
and some which will be released later this
Deep Sea 3D (November)
year.
Cats and Dogs: The Revenge of Kitty Galore (November)
The Polar Express (November)
3D PlayStation 3 Games
Grand Canyon Adventure: River at Risk (November)
Dinosaurs Alive! (November)
Out now: StarDust HD, Wip3out,
Wild Ocean (November)
a 3D update for Pain, MotorStorm:
Clash of the Titans (November)
Paciﬁc Rift demo, MotorStorm 3D
Despicable Me (December)
Rift (full game)
Alice in Wonderland (December, exclusive to Sony 3D TV owners)
Avatar (will be exclusive to Panasonic 3D TV owners in December 2010 and
Coming soon: Gran Turismo 5,
available to everyone in the ﬁrst quarter of 2011)
Killzone 3, Mortal Kombat, Crysis
Bolt (exclusive to Sony 3D TV owners)
2, Tron, Shaun White, MotorStorm:
The Shrek Collection (exclusive to Samsung 3D TV owners)
Apocalypse, NBA 2K11 and Ghost
Astro Boy
Recon
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The Priorities of Good Video: What to look for when selecting a
new TV or Projector

Mike Osadciw
portant for the viewer?
Selecting a new video display can often Black Like Blindness
We watch movies because we love how
be a difﬁcult task. With the death of the
all-too familiar CRT, one might ﬁnd it A television’s ability to produce black they temporarily suspend us in disbelief.
daunting to sift through the information is the ﬁrst priority, period. Ask anyone There is a reason why most of us never
about the many new acronym technolo- working in video post-production and forget our favourite fairytales. Well writgies on the market. At a time when stores they’ll agree that the ability to display a ten and detailed stories put our imaginadisplay walls of seemingly endless televi- black level dark enough, without losing tion to task, creating images of the charsions, it’s tempting to simply close your details in the shadows is critical. When acters we learned to love and hate in the
eyes and point a ﬁnger at random hoping plasma and LCD technologies ﬁrst hit the environment they lived. We believed they
you’ve picked a decent set. With so many market, they were often most criticised were real on such frightening levels, bluroptions, how could anyone without any for not being able to make a black im- ring the lines of reality and ﬁction. Raise
video knowledge possibly select a good age compared to the CRT - a tough gig your hand if you are still afraid of the dark
video display? There are image priori- for the new kids on the block. The dark- and believe that pixies, those mischieties for good video to exist. These priori- est black they could create was a form of vous little fairies, ﬂutter in the woods. As
ties are based on what our eyes ﬁnd most milky gray. You could always count on adults we continue to love the art of stopleasing and when browsing a sales ﬂoor the milky TV to be an adequate ﬂashlight rytelling through motion pictures and the
of TVs, your brain is looking for these in the dark. This is still much of an issue director, as the head artist of the ﬁlm prowithout you intentionally knowing it. So today but to a lesser extent. The ﬁrst step duction, desires to create that imagination
to ﬁnding a new display is determining its and mood on screen for his or her viewers
what exactly are we looking for?
darkest black. So why is black level im- – you!
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The quality of a television’s black can
signiﬁcantly change the mood of the artist’s intent. Poor black levels can devastate the look of a haunting horror ﬁlm or a
serious drama. Dim lighting will not exist
and the TV will appear as a ﬂat, two dimensional washed out image, almost as if we
had turned on the lights within the movie.
Imagine the 1967 Terence Young thriller
Wait Until Dark starring Audrey Hepburn.
The ﬁlm’s extremely suspenseful climax
is set entirely in darkness to mimic the
blindness of the main character. During
its theatrical run, all lights including the
exit signs were turned off, suspending the
theatre in absolute darkness to recreate the
scene to the audience as intended. How
effective would this scene be if the lights
had stayed on?
The cause of this problem is usually one
of two things: 1) the display device cannot
create a deep black level because of design
limitations or 2) a display device has the
brightness control set too high. Therefore,
your best option to determine the black
level when shopping for a TV, is to view
it in a dark room with the lights off. I recommend playing video of a movie scene
shot at night when the screen is dominated
with black. It will be near impossible to
distinguish between televisions watching
bright daylight scenes or with high ambient room lighting reﬂecting off the front
of the TV.
Before you begin your trek to the store,
I recommend that you to learn how black
level affects image quality by sliding the
TV’s black level control (labelled “Brightness”) to its highest and lowest points. Pay
close attention to how it affects black and
the overall mood of the scene. The brightness control changes the brightness of the
incoming signal; moving it up washes the
image to gray and moving it down will
eventually crush all of the details into the
TV’s lowest black. My guess is that you
will ﬁnd the video most pleasing when the
control is set somewhere in the middle of
its full range. TVs with excellent black
level give 3-D TVs a run for their value.
You will discover that good black level
makes an image much more three dimensional by increasing the sense of depth between people in their environment – you
may also see the improvement in colour
and how pleasing it is to the eye. Our eyes
are quite sensitive to changes in dark parts
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of images and will reject video that has
bad black. Differences between subtle
shades in darker parts of the image will
be far more apparent. With a solid black
level, pixies will live once again! You’ll
appreciate the increased depth of the image and ﬁnd your favourite “art ﬁlm” far
more engaging.
60,000:1 Moonlight on the Moors
In a perfectly black room, absent of light
from electronic displays and with all
viewers wearing all-black clothing (yes,
it’s true - don’t wear white socks!), contrast ratio can be described as the division between the video display’s ability
to demonstrate the brightest white and
the darkest black. Does this sound like
your television room? If so, chances are
the rest of your family has abandoned you
for turning your home into a cave. Let’s
knock a bit of sense into these contrast
ratio numbers and you’ll understand why
some TVs are set so much brighter than
others on the retail ﬂoor.
Big numbers sell and any consumer
would feel proud to bring home a display
with a 60,000:1 contrast ratio over a piddly
30,000:1. If your deﬁnition of Friday night
entertainment is watching alternating fullon 100% white and full off 0% (black) signals, maybe you can’t live without these
measurements. A much more correct way
to measure contrast ratio, and one widely
adopted by people interested in knowing
contrast within a scene of a particular ﬁlm,
is the ANSI contrast method. Using a
checkerboard of 16 alternating black and
white rectangles, this averaging measurement takes certain imaging aspects into
account: screen uniformity (or lack of),
the ability to display varying amounts of
dark and bright parts of the image on the
screen at once, as well as the reﬂections
from the room (such as the colour of the
walls). So real contrast ratio, also known
as dynamic range, is partly customized to
your own room environment. Remember
that when you walk onto a super-bright
showroom ﬂoor with all TVs cranked to
the max (see the customized connection?)
Now you know why all the lights were
turned off for Wait Until Dark. Red exit
lights, anyone?
In the previous section we determined
that the ﬁrst priority to good video is good

black level. A display’s contrast ratio signiﬁcantly improves when black levels are
deeper because the division between the
darkest blacks and the brightest whites
becomes greater. But why focus on lowering black? Wouldn’t the image be just
as pleasing if we just kept increasing the
brightest white? Well, no. The eye is
much more sensitive to small changes in
dark images than it is to small changes in
bright images. In a room with 1000 light
bulbs turned on, would you notice if only
one were turned off? Hardly. What about
sitting in a black room and turning on one
light bulb? Then the second? You’d see
a dramatic change in luminance. I would
be careful to not directly consider contrast
ratio as an indication as to how bright the
image will be overall. Just because the
claimed contrast ratio is higher it doesn’t
mean the TV must be brighter. Brighter is
not always better.
The brightest whites shouldn’t seal the
deal for you when buying a TV especially
if you have a desire for accurate video.
Bright whites don’t make a brighter moon
to illuminate the moors for the two friends
who didn’t heed the advice of the locals in
An American Werewolf in London. “Stay
on the road. Keep clear of the moors.”
was the famous line of one of my favourite ‘80s horror ﬁlms. This scene of the
two friends wandering off the road takes
place in the dead of night and was never
intended to be retina-destroying. Instead
it was intended to make the viewer feel
helpless with only the moonlight as the
guiding light. Would you have seen the
werewolf and avoided the attack if your
TV had brighter whites? Virtually all TVs
are set super bright from factory to compete on showroom ﬂoors. Unfortunately
in your living room this setting completely obliterates the artistic intent.
While our eyes are capable of adjusting
to a decent range of contrast at the specific point we are looking at, video displays
do not operate the same way. They take
a whole frame into consideration which
consists of many levels of black and white.
Now you can see why the modiﬁed-ANSI
contrast ratio is important and full-on/fulloff isn’t. The ANSI method mimics regular video material within a frame while
full-on/full off does not. I’m not saying
that bright whites aren’t important because they are if they are to compete with
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direct sunlight, displayed in an airport, or
to display through beer splatter at a sports
bar. Many video displays are able to display the minimum recommended amount
of light output for a dimly lit room without distorting the image.
Again, before venturing off to the store,
try swinging the contrast control across its
full range and notice its affect on video.
At low contrast it appears dim like a TV
tube ready for the dump. At full contrast
you’ll burn your eyes out in the dark.
While it may seem like a good idea on display in a store, the latter sort of viewing
will tire your eyes and cause discomfort as
you squint constantly readjusting for contrast. Our eyes like only a certain amount
of contrast at a given point before they
need to readjust and they’ll notice it when
it happens. Once again, my recommendation while looking for a video display
is to evaluate in a dim room to see what
TVs are comfortable to watch and which
ones are guaranteed to give you a sunburn
or start an electrical ﬁre. Most retailers
have ﬁnally ﬁgured out that dark rooms
are the best way to demonstrate TVs, too.
Using a mixture of day and night movie
clips, look for best division for contrast:
deep blacks and an image bright enough
that doesn’t cause eye fatigue. Oh, and
keep clear of the moors.
More than Oz
When the Wizard of Oz brought colour to
the screen in 3-strip Technicolor, it artistically separated the dry and dreary grays of
Kansas with a vibrantly alive and colourful Land of Oz. The audience was able to
visually connect with the artist’s message,
with the contrasting sepia black and white
and Technicolor. Isn’t this one of the
many reasons why this ﬁlm has remained
a classic? The appearance of colour is
important to the viewer but with each display manufacturer claiming to offer more
and more colours, how can you tell what’s
best?
The Wizard of Oz is more important
than you may think; it’s a great resource
to reference both the greyscale and colour
capabilities of a TV. The lack of accuracy
in the colour temperature, saturation and
hue are a little more difﬁcult to determine
by eye than black level and contrast, how-
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ever they are very important when look- in mind that the ‘colour temperature’ and
ing for a display which produces the most ‘colour’ controls adjust two entirely differaccurate colours and retains the ﬁdelity ent aspects of the video image and are not
of the ﬁlmmaker’s palette. It’s very pos- related in adjustment but are related to the
sible to like a video display with inac- ﬁnal image being displayed. We can concurate colours. In fact, few people have trol exactly how much colour is in white
actually seen their favourite movie with by means of colour temperature controls
correct colour because virtually all tele- and calibration instruments, but as you
visions displays do not display colour are evaluating video without measuring
correctly. Have you ever wondered why instruments what are you to do?
golf greens look neon? Red ﬂowers look
To adjust colours for an image that’s
like bright ﬂowing lava? These brighter- pleasing to your eye (or an accurate picthan-normal colours didn’t seem to bother ture), each TV has a colour temperature
anyone over the years so TVs continue to adjustment as well as colour and tint conbe intentionally designed with wide and trols. Some, more advanced TVs also have
bright eye-catching colours. But the fact an advanced colour management system
is that the only people who should be in (CMS), which offers 18 more colour concontrol of the colour are the ﬁlmmakers. trols. Together, all of these controls allow
They can colour their movie any way they you to make adjustments to such picture
want and it doesn’t need to emulate real aspects as the colour of white, the colour
life. Is the world around you all green decoder as well as the hue, saturation and
like The Matrix? I know for a fact that brightness of each primary and secondary
ﬁlmmakers don’t like how consumer TVs colour. Utilizing these adjustments allows
are tampering with their colours - most of us to position all of the TV’s colour points
them severely – and I really believe that correctly within the HDTV standard deﬁconsumers are ﬁnally noticing it.
nition (see Figure 2). While completely
I performed a calibration very recently of useless to the average consumer, these
an older ELITE FPJ-1 projector. My cli- controls are all extremely effective adjustent noticed that the colours were not cor- ments for experienced calibrators using
rect – and right he was. The projector was advanced instruments. Preset THX picadding more colour than what was on the ture modes usually have colours close to
Blu-ray disc causing slightly gray rocks HDTV colour so they are good to use as a
to appear yellow-green. This deviation, reference when shopping. While evaluatcaused by the projector’s ability to display ing a display, I recommend viewing docmore colours than what is in the content, umentary-style video because it’s highly
could not be corrected in the projector unlikely that the colours have been “artisbut only with the assistance of an exter- tically altered” by the ﬁlmmaker as they
nal video processor. Have you ever seen are with movies. Don’t use manufacturer
a TV advertised with 130% more colours? demo discs or animated video as colours
These TVs will often make the most basic tend to be intentionally boosted on these
colours appear incorrect. Skin tones could discs. You’ll know we’ve left Kansas if
appear sunburnt and what should look real these colours can’t be kept under control.
looks more like a cartoon.
To understand how we see colour we Can we come to an agreed resolution?
need to have a very basic understanding
of how our TV system works. The colours Before your neighbour balks at you for
we see on TV are actually a low resolution considering a 720p display, he may be
signal “placed over” a black and white surprised to know that a well designed
signal. The “colour” of the black and low resolution TV with excellent black,
white portion of the image (which exists contrast ratio, and colour will look far
in colour video) is the ﬁrst critical step to more pleasing than that no-name 1080p
displaying accurate colours of the colour TV he was eyeing. Resolution, while still
signal. If the underlying black and white important, is actually lower on the priorportion of the image is tinted to green, ity list because our eyes just don’t look for
blue, or red, then all other colours “placed the details ﬁrst. We enjoy better blacks,
over” will also be tinted that colour. Keep contrast ratio and colours before we start
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The Wizard of Oz is an example of how colour is used to contrast storylines in filmmaking. Here, the black and white photography is
sepia coloured to show the dryness of Kansas, in contrast to Oz, a brighter place to be.
and grayscale: check. High
resolution TV: check. What’s
left? The images we feed into
the TV are important and we
tend to believe that the highest
resolution programs offered by
Blu-ray represent the best we
can get. Under the right circumstances, absolutely! But please
don’t throw away those low-rez
DVDs just yet (I still have my
laserdiscs!) - DVD can look very
impressive on a TV that follows
all of the above rules, especially
after the TV has been correctly
adjusted. DVDs will look much
more impressive on a good TV
than a Blu-ray on a TV that fails
in the above priorities. Walk
into any chain store and you will
Figure 1: An example of a wide colour gamut; Figure 2: An example of an accurate colour
see many bad looking TVs playthe white triangle represents measured gamut gamut; the white triangle represents measured
ing a Blu-ray source. Why? The
which is positioned outside the HDTV gamut gamut, which is positioned accurately within
TV is failing one or more of the
(black triangle).
the HDTV gamut (covering the black triangle).
priorities of good video and your
eyes care about that more that
resolution. Only when a good
thinking about the ﬁne details present in tance when 1080p and 720p will look the
black
level,
impressive contrast ratio, an
the image. If the ﬁrst three are wrong we same but move closer and the details beaccurate
greyscale
and colour, and a good
won’t give a pixel about resolution.
come apparent. So resolution, while not
source
all
come
together,
you’ll be able to
How much detail we see is dependent on at the top of the list of priorities, becomes
your seating distance. Select any screen more important as screen size gets larger kick back and enjoy a proper picture.
size and the further away from the TV and seating distance gets closer.
Mike Osadciw
you are the less HD it will be. To view
THX/ISF
Professional Video Calibrator
a seating distance/screen size/resolution My favourite video format is…
HIGHEST
FIDELITY CALIBRATIONS
chart, access last month’s article entitled
thehighestfi
delity@hotmail.com
“Choosing a Suitable Projector and Screen Great black levels: check. Excellent
(905) 730-5996
Combination For Maximum Enjoyment“ contrast ratio: check. Pleasing colours
on www.canadahiﬁ.com. There is a dis-
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Clearaudio Concept Turntable
Suave Kajko
Many vinyl enthusiasts start with a $500
turntable because a good number of models are available from well respected manufacturers at this attractive price point. Another reason is that virtually all turntables
at this price point come ready to play out
of the box, ﬁtted with an aligned cartridge.
There’s no question that for someone with
a small budget just getting into vinyl this
is a great place to start. But like all entry level audio components, we all know
that a $500 turntable barely scratches the
surface of how fantastic a good vinyl system can sound. Hence it should come as
no surprise that many owners of a $500
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turntable eventually look to upgrade. So
where do you go from here?
Turntable and accessory manufacturer
Clearaudio would like one of its turntables
to be your next step up. This German
manufacturer has the most diverse turntable model line-up that I’ve ever encountered, ranging from the attainable Concept
($1595) all the way to the ultra exotic
Statement ($160,000 and no, this is not a
misprint). So whether you wear a Fossil
watch or a Rolex, Clearaudio has a turntable suitable for your budget. The topic of
this review is the recently introduced Concept turntable, a reasonably priced model

for those looking for their ﬁrst turntable
or those upgrading from an entry-level
model. Like all other the Clearaudio turntables, the Concept was designed and is
manufactured in Germany.
What makes the Concept appealing
to potential buyers is that it is ready to
play out of the box. The Concept uses a
belt-drive system and comes with both a
tonearm and a moving magnet cartridge
installed. All adjustments are made at the
Clearaudio factory, including the tracking
and anti-scating force. Some of the components of the Concept are not what you
would expect to ﬁnd in similarly priced
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turntables such as a decoupled, threespeed DC motor and a precision milled
1.2-inch Delrin platter. Even more importantly the Concept has a couple of unique
design features which set it miles apart
from the competition. First is the directwired tonearm which ﬂoats on a magnetic
bearing that claims to be completely friction free. The result is improved tonearm
tracking and stability over standard designs. Secondly, the chassis of the turntable is made of MDF which is wrapped
around in a thick brushed aluminium trim
to give the chassis extra stiffness and reduce resonance. Other features that round
out the Concept include a high quality
cable and gold-plated RCA connectors
(hardwired to the chassis) as well as three
adjustable, spiked feet. The power supply
is separated from the turntable and comes
in the form of a wall wart. The only
thing that I didn’t enjoy about the Concept is that it doesn’t come with a dust lid.
However, Clearaudio recently released a
matching lid for the Concept which is sold
separately for approximately $140.
Visually, the Concept is as sleek and
modern as they come. Its ﬁt and ﬁnish
are simply superb. Sitting atop my audio
rack it did not go unnoticed to family and
friends. In fact, its brushed aluminium
ﬁnish and rounded corners were almost
a perfect match to my Classé Audio CP500 preampliﬁer and CA-2100 ampliﬁer,
which I used to evaluate the performance
of this turntable with. My reference Focal
Electra 1008 Be II speakers completed the
system.
The setup of the Concept couldn’t be

simpler. Once you place the platter on the but always exhibited subtle variances and
chassis and plug in the power supply, the control. Martin’s vocals were ﬁlled with
only thing left to do is make sure that the real-life passion that at times sent chills
turntable sits level wherever you choose running through my body, taking me back
to place it – Clearaudio includes a little to when I saw breathtaking performance
bubble level in the box precisely for this of Coldplay in a small venue in Toronto
purpose.
a few years ago. The Concept played
The Concept will gladly play 33-1/3, 45 with a natural tonality and solid compoand 78 RPM records – the speed control sure through the midrange – not once did
is selected with a large knob on the left of I notice any blurring. The high frequenthe chassis, which also serves as the ON/ cies sounded brilliantly crisp and never
OFF button. I began with the Beatles Let strained or overwhelmed.
It Be Naked album on the platter. It was
Then I moved on to a classic selection,
instantly apparent that I was listening to Respighi: The Birds, Brazilian Impresa very clean, highly detailed presentation. sions (Mercury Records SR90153). ItalThe sound was nearly pitch-perfect and so ian composer Respighi may be best known
engaging that I often found myself sing- for the Roman Trilogy but The Birds and
ing along, which rather got in the way of Brazilian Impressions are regarded to be
what I should have been doing , namely just as immersive, if not more so, by many
evaluating the sound performance. But classical fans. The Concept reproduced
perhaps this was a good thing! So I de- these masterful compositions with the delcided to settle on a compromise: I would icacy and all the emotional nuances which
only sing the parts that I know and focus they deserve. The openness and excellent
on evaluating the performance the rest of imaging of the Concept produced a granthe time. The Concept faithfully revealed diose, three-dimensional soundstage. The
the various layers of sound on Let It Be dynamics and attack were never in short
Naked and drew me into the music so supply, especially in the last movement of
much that it renewed my appreciation for Brazilian Impressions.
The Clearaudio Concept is decisively
this album.
Coldplay’s Vida La Vida album sounded one of my favourite sounding turntables
just as remarkable. The Concept had no in the under $2000 price point. It offers a
trouble sorting through and making sonic delightful, full-bodied sound that is highsense of Chris Martin’s vocals, electric ly detailed and has plentiful dynamics.
guitar riffs, piano passages and orches- Without question, Clearaudio’s innovative,
tral movements. Its precise timing and friction free tonearm mount and extra atspeed played with effortlessness through tention to resonance control resulted in
the trickiest parts of this album, never a turntable that outshines most similarly
losing focus. Low frequencies had good priced competitors. The Clearaudio Conextension and played with great attack, cept is a clear winner in this category.

quickinfo
Clearaudio
www.clearaudio.de
Distributed in Canada by
Tri-Cell Enterprises
www.tricell-ent.com
905-265-7870
or 1-800-263-8151
Clearaudio Concept Turntable
Price: $1595 CAD
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productreview
Sharp AQUOS LC46LE810UN LCD TV
Suave Kajko

When I ﬁrst learned of
Sharp’s Quattron LCD
screen technology I was
a little skeptical. Do
we really need the addition of a fourth (yellow)
sub-pixel in order to produce an accurate picture?
Then I saw the Sharp TV
commercial, the one
with the “TV scientist”,
and I didn’t appreciate
him telling me that my
current TV can’t display
a proper yellow. I run a
Pioneer KURO plasma
TV Mr. “TV scientist” my TV can display
colours you can’t even
pronounce.
Nevertheless, our curiosity was sparked at
CANADA HiFi and we
enjoy a good challenge
so we asked Sharp to
send us one of the new
TVs that utilize the Quattron technology. What
we got was the 46-inch
AQUOS LC46LE810UN
model, which retails for $2,199.
So what’s this new Quattron technology
all about you ask? Sharp is so excited
about this new technology that it gave
it two names: Quattron and QuadPixel.
What this technology does, is it adds a
(fourth) yellow sub-pixel to the traditional
RGB (three) pixel structure which every
other ﬂat panel manufacturer uses. This
promises to expand the range of colours
that the TV is capable of displaying, particularly in the reproduction of yellow.
This Quattron technology can now be
found across a number of Sharp’s LCD TV
series including the LE920UN, LE820UN
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and LE810UN.
content and include a 120 Hz refresh rate
The LE810UN series, which this TV is a which “enhances” the motion in fast movpart of, offers four models with screen siz- ing scenes.
es from 40 to 60 inches, ranging in price
The suite of video inputs on the back
from $1,799 to $3,499. All models use of the LC46LE810UN includes 4 HDMI,
an edge-lit LED screen backlight, a much 1 component, 1 composite video and 1
preferred technology over the standard VGA. When connected to the internet (via
CCFL backlight, because it allows the TV the TV’s Ethernet port), the AQUOS Net
to achieve much deeper blacks. Thanks feature allows access to streaming video
to this backlight technology Sharp claims from Netﬂix, customized internet content
a 4,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio. All and live customer support, viewable in
models in this series use Sharp’s X Gen widget, full-screen or split-screen mode.
(1920 x 1080 pixel) LCD panel, have a
The LC46LE810UN has very attractive
brightness rating of 450 cd/m2 and a re- styling and distinguishes itself from other
sponse time of 4 ms. Finally all models ﬂat panel TVs thanks to the rounded corin the LE810UN series can display 24 fps ners of its bezel. The swivel stand will be
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very useful to those who wish to angle the able. Although the picture looked a little
TV toward the viewing position. When more artiﬁcial and had more noise than
the TV’s power is turned on, a Star Trek our reference Samsung PN50C8000 3D
Starﬂeet emblem-like logo lights up at the plasma, it did look better than on most of
bottom of the bezel - a likely big hit with the LCD TVs that I’ve watched recently.
Trekkies and sci-ﬁ fans. The only thing
With higher quality programming from
that’s missing is a Star Date display.
Discovery World HD and National GeoSo far so good. But we’re not out of the graphic HD, I observed the LC46LE810woods yet. Good looks and a nice feature UN’s ability to display blacks and shadow
list won’t win a TV any prizes. It’s picture details. While watching a documentary
performance and accuracy that we’re after about star creation, deep space was imhere.
pressively black and other dark scenes
Like a well behaved TV, when you ﬁrst displayed a respectable level of shadow
power on the LC46LE810UN, it asks detail. This is certainly something that
whether you’re using it in a “home” or we’ve learned to expect from LED backlit
“store” environment. By selecting “home”, TVs but like all LCD TVs, having a backthe TV automatically defaults to the Stan- light behind the screen does present some
dard picture preset, instead of the retina- challenges and this Sharp isn’t immune to
burning Dynamic preset which many TVs them. The LC46LE810UN uses an edgestill default to. However the Standard lit backlight, which results in a number of
mode is still far from ideal. In fact, there hotspots (blotchy variations in darkness
are nine picture modes to choose from and of black areas) on the screen, particunot surprisingly none of them produce a larly around the edges and in the corners.
very accurate picture. So before any view- While the hotspots were not noticeable
ing tests, I performed a basic calibration with most programming, I did see them
using my trusty Spears & Munsil Blu-ray when watching the star creation documendisc, starting with the Movie mode as the tary, which had many dark scenes.
base. The TV’s menu system looks beauNext, I stepped up the signal quality by
tiful, albeit a little sluggish to navigate.
playing a few Blu-ray discs including Star
Those who plan to have the TV calibrat- Trek, Date Night and The Taking of Peled by a professional will be glad to ﬁnd ham 123. And not surprisingly the 1080p
that the LC46LE810UN offers a compre- picture looked brilliant on the Sharp. The
hensive colour management system which quality and details of the 1080p picture,
offers a six colour adjustment settings and from Star Trek, produced a picture that
RGB gain settings.
had excellent three-dimensionality and
While calibrating the TV, I also had a depth, especially given that this is an LCD
chance to ﬁddle with the remote. The TV. The hulls of the starships looked alremote control is slim and long, actually most as three dimensional as they do on
unnecessarily long. The buttons are well our Samsung plasma. The star-speckled
organized but its length will have you slid- vacuum of space was appropriately black
ing the remote up and down in your hand and the details in the shadows during dark
to access various buttons. The remote is scenes very clearly visible.
programmable and can be used to control
So what about this Quattron technolother components such as an AV receiver, ogy? How did the addition of the yellow
a disc player or a cable/satellite box. Sad- sub-pixel affect the picture? Scenes from
ly the remote is not backlit.
Date Night and The Taking of Pelham 123
I began my viewing session by watching showed that the LC46LE810UN offers a
some re-runs of Top Gear (a car enthusi- more vivid colour palette, especially in
ast show) recorded on my Rogers PVR. the yellows and greens than our reference
The video quality of this show on BBC Pioneer and Samsung plasma TVs. YelCanada is absolutely terrible – it is over- low cars looked slightly over vibrant and
ly compressed and the picture has many grass had a slightly elevated level of yeldigital artifacts. When blown up to a 42 low. I also noticed that skin tones at times
inch or larger TV, this signal usually looks had a little of a yellow/orange glow remivery poor. The LC46LE810UN however niscent of a tanning cream complexion.
did reasonably well with this low quality This extra vibrancy may be attractive to
signal and turned it into something watch- some consumers but certainly not to those
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looking for the most accurate picture –
which is something that most TV manufacturers now strive to achieve. On the
ﬂip side, other colours appeared slightly
under saturated.
During my tests I also noticed that the
LC46LE810UN’s picture ﬂickered sometimes, very quickly but nevertheless noticeably. The effect was similar to what
I’ve seen from various implementations of
dynamic contrast but the dynamic contrast
was turned off on this TV (as was the ﬁlm
mode). I contacted Sharp’s technical support and was told that this is in fact an issue with my Rogers Scientiﬁc Atlanta Explorer 8300HD PVR – a cable box which
thousands of Canadians own. Sharp said
that the issue is something to do with the
synchronization between the cable box and
the TV when using the HDMI connection.
Rogers was nice enough to exchange my
(rental) box for the Cisco 8642HD PVR
released earlier this year but unfortunately
this did not resolve the issue.
At ﬁrst glance the Sharp does produce
an attractive looking picture compared to
most LCD TVs. It offers a picture with vibrant colours, an excellent sense of depth,
deep blacks and a very respectable contrast ratio. However, the addition of the
yellow sub-pixel results in a picture that
has slightly exaggerated yellows. While
this more vibrant picture may be attractive
to casual viewers, those looking for a TV
that can faithfully reproduce colours accurately won’t be thrilled. Then there is also
the ﬂickering issue which I was not able
to resolve. Also it should be noted that at
$2,199, the price of this TV comes rather
close to similar sized 3D TVs from other
manufacturers. Sharp has not released its
3D TVs in North America at the time of
this review, but is expected to do so before
the end of this year.

quickinfo
Sharp Electronics
www.sharp.ca
905-568-7140
Sharp AQUOS LC46LE810UN
46-inch LCD TV
Price: $2199 CAD
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productreview
MJ Acoustics PRO 55 MkI Subwoofer
Brad Copeland

Editor’s Note: This review
was originally published
in the Aug/Sept 2010 issue
of CANADA HiFi. Unfortunately an incorrect version was printed, which
contained technical specifications for a different
MJ Acoustics model. We
apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused.
The humble subwoofer is
a lot like a hockey goaltender - no one really notices them when they are
performing well, but if
they aren’t pulling their
weight, everyone is in an
awful hurry to point it
out. While an under-performing subwoofer isn’t
announced by an air horn
and ﬂashing red lights the
way a ﬂoundering goalie
is, a sound system that is
unable to reproduce those
oh-so-essential low frequencies can be just as
conspicuous to those who
know what they are listening for. A good subwoofer
ﬁlls two roles in a sound
system: it should extend
low enough to reproduce
frequencies that normal
speakers are unable to and
it should blend seamlessly
with the main speakers at higher frequencies to relieve some of the strain placed on
them by trying to reproduce the lower part
of their register. British speaker manufacturer MJ Acoustics has been striving to
fulﬁll both these goals for ten years now.
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MJ Acoustics’ current offering for the
budget-conscious consumer is the PRO
55 MkI subwoofer priced at $1499. This
downward-ﬁring subwoofer uses a sealed
cabinet design, which combines an ultra
long-throw 12-inch driver with a 150 watt
MOSFET ampliﬁer and twin crossovers

(one for the high level input and one for
the low level input - a feature previously
available only in the company’s more expensive subs). The PRO 55 MkI has a frequency response rated from 200 Hz all the
way down to 10 Hz. MJ Acoustics’ philosophy is that its entire product line, from
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least expensive to most expensive, should stack of demo discs.
all sound equally as good as one another,
The Blu-ray release of Transformers,
with the only difference between models even though a few years old at this point,
being sound output (larger rooms requir- still has some of the most bombastic
ing more output). As you move up the sound effects ever committed to a disc.
subwoofer model range, some small crea- Right off the bat, I was impressed by how
ture comforts are also introduced, such as the PRO 55 MkI was able to ﬁll my decent
a remote control and custom ﬁnishes.
sized room (22 x 11 x 8.5 feet), given this
The PRO 55 MkI is available in one ﬁn- subwoofer’s size. As the opening monoish, a black ash real wood veneer, with logue droned on, I was satisﬁed by how
perfect joints and an immaculate ﬁnish all clear and distinct the lower registers of
around. It feels incredibly solid, with the Peter Cullen’s heavily effected voice was.
cabinet itself and all internals made from There was a deﬁnite tightness and distincMDF. Dimension wise, the unit is not very tion that I was not used to hearing. The
obtrusive, measuring 13.6 inches wide by brief bit at the start of the second chapter
15 inches high by 13.6 inches deep, but where the helicopter blades spool up, both
tipping the scale at over 33 pounds. All in pitch and volume, is a fantastic place
the sides, as well as the top, of the en- to test a sub’s mettle. Many lesser subs
closure are bare, save for the rear of the will often vibrate, rattle, and generally
unit, where all the controls are located. On sound like they are imploding. The PRO
the rear panel there are both gold-plated 55 MkI sub, however, held fast through
RCA (low level) and Neutrik Speakon this section, displaying a precision that
(high level) inputs, and discrete high and was admirable. I also auditioned the infalow level crossover and volume controls mous “Ironhide ﬂip” scene from chapter
for each, respectively. The rear panel also 19 numerous times, and was impressed by
has a knob to adjust phase control (0-180 this little sub’s ability to seemingly reprodegrees), an on/off toggle switch and an duce frequencies a good deal lower than
IEC inlet for the power cable. Flipping my reference subs. MJ Acoustics claims
the unit upside down to inspect the driver that the MkI is able to reach as low as 10
itself, reveals an ultra-stiff 12-inch driver Hz, and while I do not have the required
encircled by a very wide and very durable gear to scientiﬁcally support or debunk
feeling surround. The width of the sur- this claim, I can say that the MkI, to my
round is easily twice the thickness of the ears, goes as low or lower than any other
two reference Klipsch Sub 10 units in my sub that I have had in my current room, all
room, and the long excursion this affords while maintaining accuracy and precision
the driver is surely one of the reasons the and never once sounding sloppy or out of
PRO 55 MkI is able to reach as low as it control.
does. Also of note is the lack of a port on
Recognizing that not everyone is going
the PRO 55 MkI, as MJ Acoustics has es- to buy a subwoofer solely for watching
chewed the extra SPL of a ported design in ﬁlms, I also put the PRO 55 MkI through
exchange for the accuracy and controlled its paces with several selections from my
response of a sealed box.
music collection, after ﬁrst adjusting the
After removing the twin Sub 10s from crossover of my Elite receiver up to 120
my reference Klipsch Synergy speaker Hz. My thinking was that it would be a
system (F2 mains, C2 centre, S2 surrounds, more demanding test of the sub‘s abiliB2 bookshelves as rears), I plugged the ties, allowing it to play a little higher. The
PRO 55 MkI (via its low-level RCA con- heartbeat effect in “Speak to Me” off Pink
nector) into the subwoofer output of my Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon SACD
Pioneer Elite SC-27 receiver. Then I ran was sufﬁciently deep and thumpy, and as
the receiver’s MCACC calibration routine, the opening chords of “Breathe” kicked in,
setting the receiver’s sub crossover to 80 I was again impressed with the tightness
Hz. After saving that calibration proﬁle and control afforded by the PRO 55 MkI.
I ran the subwoofer for a few days, both Roger Waters’ bass was clean and distinct,
watching movies and listening to music, with no laziness and slop on the release
in order to allow it to break in. After a of the individual notes. “Money”, also a
good number of hours of use, I re-ran the standout cut, was allowed to fully breathe,
MCACC routine and sat down with my with the PRO 55 MkI really snapping to
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attention during the manic parts, but slipping quietly into the background during
the calm interlude about 4:00 minutes in.
I also auditioned several cuts from James
Newton Howard’s “I am Legend” soundtrack, which features both the most dainty
of strings and loud, pounding, drums and
aggressive synths, all beautifully recorded with tons of dynamic range. Opening
track “My Name Is Robert Neville” gave
a taste of things to come, as its delicate
intro quickly gave way to heavily effected,
snarling synths. The PRO 55 MkI shone
here, being so ﬁrm and well articulated
that the monstrous drums in “Darkseeker
Dogs” literally leapt from the front of my
room at me, and then pulled back just as
quickly with no sloppiness to be heard.
The lower tones of the brass section were
also faithfully reproduced, with an audible bite and crispness that managed to
breathe new life into an album that I’ve
heard countless times before.
All MJ Acoustics subwoofers and speakers are designed and built in the U.K., eschewing less expensive materials and labour found elsewhere, and it shows. While
the PRO 55 MkI is not the ﬁrst small footprint sub I have had in my listening room,
it is certainly the most powerful and the
most capable. It was able to faithfully reproduce the lowest synthetic tones in an
action ﬁlm’s LFE track, while still being
precise enough to reveal the exact moment that a bassist’s pick left the string. I
can wholeheartedly recommend the PRO
55 MkI to anyone looking for a sub that
won’t break the bank, and can easily ﬁll
most small to medium sized rooms with
thick, clean, low bass. Now if only ﬁnding
a good goalie were this easy!

quickinfo
MJ Acoustics
www.mjacoustics.co.uk
Distributed in Canada by
Black Sand Audio
www.blacksandaudio.ca
306-535-9897
MJ Acoustics PRO 55 MKI
Subwoofer
Price: $1499 CAD
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Panamax M5400-PM Home Theater Power Management System
Giovanni Militano
Over the past several years I’ve had the
opportunity to work on northern power
transmission line construction projects.
While I’ve always had a hobby interest in
radio, audio and electronics, I really did
not know much about power transmission
and distribution until my involvement
with these projects. As an audio enthusiast I’m sure you can imagine my shock
and surprise when I realized that the power delivered to my audio system will often travel several hundreds of kilometers
along conductors comprised primarily of
aluminum and steel while being bombarded by all sorts of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio frequency interference (RFI) along the journey. This fact
may have you questioning the value of
that expensive one meter power cord, but
the importance of power ﬁltering should
be clearly apparent. Add to these, other
power-related problems such as surges
and spikes, brownouts and local interference (caused by household appliances and
ﬂuorescent lights on the same circuit), it
should be quite apparent that some level
of power management is a requirement for
all audio and video setups.
When I think of power management I’m
looking for protection and performance
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improvements for my equipment. As a
minimum, I am a ﬁrm believer that all
audio and video equipment should be using some level of surge protection. Power
surges and spikes can damage just about
any sort of electronic equipment, with
digital televisions and computers being
particularly prone to damage. Naturally,
protection of our often expensive A/V
equipment is important, but what if we
want more and better protection as well
as improved performance – what sort of
power management solution do you need?
Everyone will beneﬁt from having protection from power surges and spikes as
well as EMI and RFI ﬁltering. But in addition to these common power problems,
you may also suffer from problems such
as ﬂuctuating mains voltages, brownouts,
DC offset on the AC mains or the need for
electrical isolation on shared circuits. I’m
not aware of any single piece of equipment that will address all the typical power
issues. In many homes A/V components
share the circuit with other household
electronics. If you are hearing clicks and
pops or seeing interference bars on your
display when appliances or lights turn on
or off, you likely need electrical isolation
from the circuit. A small amount of DC

offset on your AC mains can cause mechanical vibration and excess heat in power transformers, in particular with toroidal
transformers. Electrical isolation will help
this problem, but ideally the DC should be
stripped before the transformer. You will
know if you suffer from brownouts which
show up as dim or ﬂickering lights or the
sudden shutdown of computers and digital TVs. These sudden shut down events
can potentially damage electronic equipment and a power bar will not provide any
protection in this situation. If you suffer
from brownouts (which will typically occur when power is in peak demand) you
will want a voltage regulator to step-up
the voltage when it is sagging. A voltage
regulator will also work the other way if
the voltage is too high. Since most power
ampliﬁer stages are unregulated, regulated mains power means that the ampliﬁer
will operate closer to the design voltage
(120V) and also at peak performance.
Until recently my power management
system has consisted of a power bar to
provide some power surge / spike protection in conjunction with a large E-I core
isolation transformer to block any DC
that may be present on the line and to also
provide electrical isolation from the cir-
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cuit which in my case is shared. In going Noise isolation is provided between all
through the above common power related the outlet banks – this means that noise
problems I was looking to improve my generated by a component plugged into
power management system by adding and any of the M5400-PM’s outlets cannot
increasing protection and maintaining op- contaminate the power of the other contimal performance of my A/V setups. In nected components.
particular I was looking to add RFI and
The black M5400-PM will blend in with
EMI ﬁltering, over-voltage and under- many home theater components. The
voltage protection and voltage regulation. front panel has indicators for the outlet
With those requirements in mind, I came banks and a digital display that can show
across the Panamax M5400-PM Home the incoming and outgoing voltage or curTheater Power Management System rent consumption. There are ﬁve illuminawhich promised to offer all that and more. tion settings from very low to very bright
The Panamax M5400-PM retails for $729. which are set with the display button. A
That price may seem a little high to some power button, regulated power outlet,
but when you consider the level of protec- USB charging port and LAN port round
tion that will be provided and that there is out the aluminum front panel. The chassufﬁcient capacity to use the M5400-PM sis is made of steel, measuring 17” wide x
with a modest powered home theater sys- 12.75” deep x 3.5” high and weighs about
tem and a 2-channel audio system.
18 pounds. The underside is marked with
The Panamax M5400-PM comes a sticker that identiﬁes the unit as US deequipped with many key features. Its signed and Chinese manufactured. Also
patent pending Automatic Over & Under included with the packaging were EtherVoltage Protection (AVM) is constantly net, telephone and coaxial cables, and a
monitoring the AC line voltage for con- rack mount kit.
ditions such as momentary under-voltage
The rear panel offers a suite of ﬁve powevents (brownouts) and power spikes. If er banks, each with two good quality outthe M5400-PM senses a voltage lower lets that ﬁrmly held plugs in place. Two
than about 90V or greater than about 140V, of the power banks and the front outlet are
it will quickly disconnect power to your always on and the remaining banks can
equipment to protect it from possible dam- be switched using the front power button.
age. When the voltage is between about One bank is rated at 15A and the remain90V and 140V the voltage is regulated. ing banks are rated at 12A. The 15A bank
The operation is quite simple: the AVM has a ﬁve second turn on delay to protect
monitors the AC line voltage and controls against turn-on thumps – this is where
relays that direct the power to various taps you will want to plug in big power amps
on a Plitron branded autotransformer (aka and large subwoofers. The circuit breaker
Variac or autoformer). I tested the AVM located on the rear panel is rated at 15
and voltage regulator features by feeding amps (1800W). The supplied 10 foot IEC
the incoming power through a Variac, a power cord is thick (marked 14 Gauge)
device which allows the incoming voltage and shielded. The IEC power cord is held
to be dialed down. Between about 97V to ﬁrmly in place by a removable metal cage.
115V the M5400-PM maintained the out- There is also a series of protected connecput voltage to within 5V of 120V. What tors: three pairs of coaxial (satellite, cable,
really impressed me was how quickly antenna); two LAN (Blu-ray, HTPC, game
power was cut to the equipment outlets console); and one phone (satellite, cable
when I simulated a brownout. With the box). The rear panel is rounded out with a
combined AVM and voltage regulation 12V trigger that can be used to activate or
features the M5400-PM is capable of deactivate the switched power banks.
providing exceptional protection of your
In my setup, a large isolation transformer
precious audio and video components. fed power to the M5400-PM which supIn addition to the power protection, the plied ﬁltered and regulated power to my
M5400-PM provides up to 80dB of EMI home theatre and my 2-channel audio sysand RFI noise ﬁltration. Without ﬁltration, tem (both in the same room). The home
contaminated power can be the source of theatre consisted of a 32” LCD TV (125W;
problems like loss of picture detail, dull a 50” plasma would be about 500W), 5.1
colors, visual artifacts, hiss and hum. receiver (500W), subwoofer (200W) and
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the source is a universal player (35W) that
is shared with the 2-channel setup. The
2-channel system consisted of a turntable
(15W), the shared universal player, DAC
(15W), preamp (240W), two 25W PP tube
monoblock amps (320W). Even with all
these components there were three free
outlets. The total power rating was not exceeded as the home theatre and 2-channel
systems are never operated together.
In the span of about one month the
M5400-PM saw one brownout event.
Prior to having the M5400-PM installed a
brownout event would have shut down the
TV and occasionally also the receiver and
universal player. Not having to nervously
check if the TV would restart after the
brownout event was a welcome change.
In terms of performance improvement,
I did notice that the picture quality improved on a few analogue cable channels.
Other performance improvements were
much harder to notice. The reason for this
is because typically the improvements result in the elimination of random and often
rare visual artifacts and so they are difﬁcult to identify.
Unless you are suffering from some of
the power related problems previously described, performance improvements will
be subtle and in that regard the value can
be measured by how much you value the
features and peace of mind that the Panamax M5400-PM offers. If you’re like me
and have a few thousand dollars invested
in your A/V equipment, adding a component like the Panamax M5400-PM is a no
brainer. It will not only provide a power
to your components, it will prolong their
lifespan and in the worst of cases save
them from catastrophic damage. Suddenly its $729 price tag seems very reasonable.

quickinfo
Panamax
www.panamax.com
Distributed in Canada by
Lenbrook Canada
www.lenbrook.com
(905) 831-6555
Panamax M5400-PM
Price: $729 CAD
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‘…the 550C’s modest limitations
are only revealed in the company
of much pricier gear, and in this
aspect, it can proudly hold its
head up. Way up.’ - The Absolute Sound

Cambridge Audio 550C CD Player

$659

It’s time to take your
music to the next level…
The new 550C offers mind-bending
performance from what at first appears to be
a relatively modest design. Indeed, simplicity
and purity are the name of the game with
Cambridge Audio’s latest CD players, which
deliver excellent dynamics, clarity and superb
timing from music of all genres.
550C showing the
S3 Custom CD Servo™

The benefits are far better
experienced than explained so visit
www.cambridge-audio.com/newazur
to locate the Cambridge Audio
specialist nearest to you.

www.cambridge-audio.com
Distributed by Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

